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Petty Annoyances?
Revisiting John Emmanuel Hevi’s
An African Student in China after 50 Years
Philip Hsiaopong LIU

This article reappraises John Emmanuel Hevi’s “An African Student in China”,
a 1966 book that complained about Chinese racism towards Africans but has
received scholarly criticism that, for instance, petty annoyances had been overly
exaggerated. In an attempt to construct images of Africans in China during Mao’s
era and to re-analyse whether Hevi’s work was truly based on “petty annoyances”,
the author, using declassified official files, studies the circumstances that Hevi and
his peers confronted on educational campuses and in Chinese society.

INTRODUCTION
Contemporary research regarding Africans in China focuses mostly on the post-reform
era.1 Records of Africans in Chinese society during Mao’s years are limited, and John
Emmanuel Hevi’s An African Student in China is probably the most important volume.2
Hevi describes the strictness of Chinese political control, the preferential treatment
of Albanians, the arrests of Chinese girls for their friendships with Africans and,
particularly, Chinese feelings of racial superiority over black Africans. The book ends
with a description of the collective hunger strike and exodus of most African students
due to the beating of a Zanzibari student by the Chinese in March 1962.
It can be hard to believe that the extremely socialist China fostered racism against
Africans, especially during the 1960s when the Chinese, who were also coloured people,
seemed dedicated to winning Africa’s friendship. In addition, Hevi’s book was intended
to criticise the pro-Beijing policy of Ghana’s president, Kwame Nkrumah, and such
work during the peak of the Cold War easily attracted accusations of bias. Many
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scholars suspected that Hevi’s ability to present a fair view of China was compromised.
For example, Frederick G. Robinson stated that Hevi’s work “fails to comment on
any positive Chinese accomplishments in the field of education or to point out any
lessons, other than negative, political ones”. Although Anthony Sampson believed that
Hevi’s account seemed basically honest, he still agreed that Hevi “exaggerates Chinese
subtlety”. Rene Goldman suspected that Hevi’s work presented “superficiality and
one-sidedness”, and John J. Tierney said that “Hevi’s tone is bitter and the denunciations
harsh”. Overall, W.A.C. Adie’s opinion probably represents the most common impression of Hevi’s work: “much of his book describes petty annoyances suffered by African
students … [which he] blames in a rather over-simplified way on color-consciousness”.
Thus, Hevi’s work was “emotional and over-simplified”.3
Based on declassified official files from China, this article appraises Hevi’s book
again. Studying the experiences that Hevi and his peers faced on campuses and
in Chinese society, scholars can construct images of Africans in China during Mao’s
era, and re-analyse whether Hevi’s work was based on exaggerated, emotional or oversimplified “petty annoyances”.

ROOTS OF CHINESE ANTI-BLACK RACISM
Various theories seek to explain the origin of racism, highlighting everything from
capitalism and culture to politics. Proponents of the capitalist explanation opine that
capitalism creates a clear financial hierarchy that then provides the groundwork for a
racial one.4 Although this explanation suits modern European history, it fails to account
for the racism that existed over 2,000 years ago in Greece. Scholars that emphasise
the role of culture in racism assert that because a society tends to have a collective
understanding of the world, it also collectively separates the world into good and bad,
suppressing some members to maintain its own goodness. Racism is thus culturally
produced and racist attitudes may be formed as early as childhood.5 However, other
scholars study the importance of politics in the formation of racism, but the causality
there is less clear because politics can both increase and decrease racism.6
3
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China’s Confucian heritage has created a long history of perceiving anyone
outside the Confucian cultural periphery as barbarians, and referring to them in
pejorative terms, such as fan and yi.7 For example, one of China’s most important
world geographic volumes was written in the 13th century, was entitled Zhu Fan Zhi
(Description of the Barbarous Peoples). As Frank Dikotter indicates, the absence of
cultural pluralism in China resulted in political solipsism and cultural superiority,
which meant that alien groups were measured “according to a yardstick by which those
who did not follow Chinese ways were considered barbarians”.8
The Chinese view of dark-skinned Africans was particularly damning. As early
as the Tang Dynasty in the ninth century, African slaves were imported into China
with the blacks integrated into the lowest level of the social hierarchy, namely slavery.9
In the 12th century, Zhu Yu’s work “Pingzhou Ketan” depicted dark-skinned people
eating raw food, and mentioned that if they learned to eat cooked food, they might
finally understand the Chinese language. White-skinned barbarians were considered
slightly superior to their dark-skinned counterparts because they at least cooked their
food.10
During the Ming dynasty, mainly through Macao, China became more familiar
with the European and North American enslavement of Africans, and African slaves
sometimes fled into China. This knowledge confirmed the low status of Africans in
the Chinese worldview, with black Africans becoming more engrained as a symbolic
expression of slavery.11 Therefore, in addition to “black barbarians” (heiyi ), Chinese
(mostly Cantonese) also called Africans “black slaves” (heinu), “devil slaves” ( guinu)
and “barbarian devils” ( fangui).12
Traditional Chinese culture prized fair skin in its perceptions of both male and
female beauty. The ideal man was a “white-faced scholar” whose freedom from labour
implied high social status and a leisurely life. Urban Chinese have long associated the
dark complexion of manual labourers, particularly peasants, with low economic and
cultural status.13 Furthermore, in the Chinese language, and sometimes English, the
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words for the colour black are often associated with negative qualities. Ruthless and
malicious individuals are said to be heixin — literally “black-hearted”. The mob is
called heidao, translated as the “black society”, and heihua means “black language” or
“bandit argot”. Probably due to the above-mentioned cultural aspects, Matteo Ricci,
the founding figure of the Jesuit China Mission, found that “the blacks frightened the
Chinese”.14
An increase in conflicts between China and Europe in the late Qing dynasty
caused China to discard its initial impression of Western Europeans as barbaric.
However, there was no similar socioeconomic force to temper the Chinese perspective
of Africans. Worse, the Chinese were influenced by the Europeans to take on more
negative impressions. For example, some Chinese scholars applied the traditional
theory of eight trigrams to generate geographic reasons confirming that humans born
on the African continent were generally ugly, stupid, animalistic, cannibalistic and
filthy.15
When Darwinism became popular in China, some reform-minded scholars
adopted Darwin’s theory to further entrench racist attitudes towards Africans. Yan Fu,
who introduced Darwin’s concept of natural selection to China, ranked Africans as
the lowest race of human beings.16 Liang Qichao opined that Africans were lustful of
Caucasian women, slavish, backward, lazy and stupid, which made them an “inferior
race”.17 Kang Youwei ranked Caucasians as the best race and wished to whiten all
dark-skinned races through dietary change, migration and intermarriage. Kang found
Asians sufficiently fair-skinned to merit improvement, but suggested mass sterilisation
for Africans because “the progress of the beautiful race should not be obstructed by
bad black seeds”.18

THE BEGINNING OF A BROTHERHOOD
Darwinism taught the Chinese about survival of the fittest, producing a sense of
nationalism that valued anti-colonialism and anti-imperialism in modern Chinese
history. However, there was a contradiction between China’s political agenda and the
prevalence of “anti-black” thoughts. Anti-colonialist and anti-imperialist sentiments
led China to praise Africa’s struggles against the European powers, despite its derision
for the African race. China’s first act of support for black Africans happened in the
1930s when Italy invaded Ethiopia. China verbally endorsed Ethiopia’s anti-Italian
14
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efforts because it needed domestic and international cooperation against the Japanese
invasion it was facing at home. During this time, some Chinese journals encouraged
brave black Africans to kill white people, and even epitomised Ethiopia as “a super
star that the whole world admired”.19
In the late 1940s, when the Communist Party tried to overthrow the Nationalist Party in China, forcing US troops to leave the country, it became part of a plan
to sever the alliance between Chiang Kai-shek and Washington. Some left-wing media
depicted the Chinese as having the same status as American blacks, arguing that
American soldiers in China always avoided legal charges after physical conflicts with
Chinese peasants or in the famous rape case of Ms Shen Chong. This behaviour
was considered similar to that of whites in the United States, who seemed free to
attack and rape black Americans.20 Thus, both the Chinese and the blacks appeared
to be oppressed by the whites. In other words, due to political reasons such as anticolonialism, the Chinese could equalise and promote the status of blacks, shifting the
relationship between Chinese and blacks, at least verbally, to one of brotherhood
between people of colours.
Soon after the People’s Republic of China was established, both Washington
and Moscow isolated Beijing. Beijing needed allies badly, so when African states were
collectively yearning for independence in the early 1960s, anti-colonialist and antiimperialist attitudes served as a platform to unite China and Africa. Mao Zedong, for
instance, encouraged Africa to “be confident, and to look down on Euro-American
capitalism. Imperialists are like dogs, but dogs do not suppress people, while imper
ialists do”.21 To help Africans defend against capitalists and imperialists, Beijing used
its own limited resources to provide assistance in a very respectful way. As Mao told
African allies, “[Assistance] is our obligation. It is not a big deal. I am sorry we
give so little … we will have your help when you rise up on your own.”22 This mutually respectful attitude set the basis for the general understanding of Sino-African
relations. Beijing’s friendship towards Africa was so sincere that Chinese and Africans
became racially equivalent. As Mao said, “[Westerners] say we Chinese are useless,
we coloured people are useless, we are dirty, and we are not elegant. Our race seems
to be the same with you Africans,”23 and therefore, “in front of African friends, I feel
very equal.”24
19
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However, politics did not switch cultural roots in such a short term because
many Chinese civilians did not share their political leader’s feelings of equality. In
1956, the city of Shanghai’s committee of foreign services issued a memorandum
indicating what kind of treatment black foreign visitors were reportedly experiencing.
They were surrounded by Chinese who were shouting at them, and Chinese women
not only refused to shake hands with them, but also kept their children away. As such
behaviour left black visitors with “very bad impressions”, the committee of foreign
services asked all units to consider and ponder over how much black people had suffered
as the result of colonialism. They urged the Chinese to be friendly, compassionate and
polite to black visitors and to sympathise with them and support anti-imperialism and
national liberalisation.25 In summary, the Chinese were encouraged to be respectful
and consider themselves equal to the blacks for political reasons. Thus, a combination
of political brotherhood and social racism among civilians was the environment John
Emmanuel Hevi faced when he went to China in November 1960.

CHINESE EDUCATION FOR AFRICAN REVOLUTION
In terms of realising anti-colonialism and anti-imperialism in Africa, a significant
advantage to giving educational aid over other types of assistance was that education
was cheap and effective. The PRC Foreign Ministry calculations were as follows: “each
student’s allowance per year is about 1000 [RMB]. 100 students per year total 100,000
[RMB]. If half of these 100 students dedicate themselves to revolution after their
return to Africa, it will have significant impact to [our] revolutionary career in Africa.”26
This quote illustrates how Beijing’s political agenda dominated the education that
African students received, thus becoming the origin of many conflicts.
Although the African students were familiar with anti-colonialist and antiimperialist rhetoric before their arrival in China, Beijing further classified them into
three main categories according to their political accuracy. The first category comprised
students who had “positive political views and strong anti-imperialist beliefs, are friendly
to us, are unhappy about revisionist attitudes toward national liberalisation, and agree
with our Party views in critical international issues”.27 The second category comprised
students who “believe in anti-imperialism, are friendly to us, but are not very politically
conscious, do not clearly understand revisionism, and do not care about politics”.
Lastly, the third category consisted of individuals who “are seemingly anti-imperialism
and friendly to us, but do not reveal their real thoughts”.
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Beijing went to great lengths to categorise the African students’ ideologies in
such detail. Spies were planted among the students to keep records of anyone who
failed to applaud when Mao Zedong appeared or speak against Nikita Khrushchev’s
revisionism, along with those who were sceptical about the achievements of the Great
Leap Forward. Apart from these moles, Chinese students usually bluntly discussed
political views with the African students, and the curriculum was overtly pedantic.
Many lectures pertained directly to the Chinese Communist experience, reinforcing
the messages disseminated in the classrooms. African students were also required to
visit factory workers or revolutionary museums on weekends.
This tedious learning environment explains why Hevi failed to see “positive
Chinese accomplishments in the field of education or to point out any lessons other
than negative political ones”. Hevi was not the only one making public complaints
about political education. As early as June 1961, when Hevi was still in China, a
Somali student named Abucar Hagi had gone home and narrated his educational
experience in China to the media and lawmakers of his country.
Abucar Hagi reported being the first African student to flee China and return
to Africa after a three-day hunger strike. He complained that the Chinese required
African students to listen to political reports every day and prohibited them from
commenting constructively. He said that Chinese students were not allowed to mingle
with their African counterparts, except for those were assigned to monitor the African
students’ political inclinations. He accused Chinese language teachers of political
brainwashing and reported that African students were required to publicly appreciate
Chinese hospitality.28
China’s extreme focus on its leadership in the world revolution and socialist
purity movement against Moscow and Washington might, like the traditional China
analysed by Frank Dikotter, have generated a political solipsism and cultural superiority that prompted the examining and evaluating of Africans according to those who
did not follow the Chinese ways. African students obviously disliked the political
classes, and their disinterest made them appear dim-witted, causing the teachers to
generally perceive that they were of “low culture, have poor memories, and lazy”.29
The African students’ poor academic performance worsened their lot in the eyes of
the Chinese due to the communist class struggle ideology. The Ministry of Education
found that “many Chinese students and teachers apply our political framework to
African students, condemning them of poor family background, backward political
concept, dissolute lives, and inept behaviours; thus, they hold no common language
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with Africans”.30 This disparity defied Mao’s illustrious pronouncements about SinoAfrican bonds.
Furthermore, the aforementioned politics deteriorated the reputations of African
students. Contrary to Barry Sautman’s finding that the majority of the African students
were from “elite background[s]”,31 due to a political eagerness to provide educational
assistance and demonstrate its friendship with Africa, the PRC appeared to have selected
students haphazardly. For example, from among 43 Somalis, only six had high school
diplomas and the rest had only primary or secondary school education. Many of them
had not even planned to study overseas; some were street hawkers and others simply
decided to come to China on a whim.32 The Communist Party of China Central
Politburo, in particular, indicated that the political awareness and quality of African
students were worse than others.33 This failure to screen students based on academic
ability, coupled with poor pedagogy, ensured that the learners responded unintelligently.
Therefore, while Chinese lecturers labelled Africans as stupid and lazy, Hevi found
the Chinese to be paternalistic and racist.34

ACCUSATIONS OF CHINESE RACISM
According to the Chinese archives, Hevi seemed to be very energetic, and clearly liked
to freely express his opinion. He was never called lazy or stupid, but he did leave many
records of his politically incorrect thoughts and behaviour. For example, he did not
believe what he learned in school. To explore the “real” China, he left campus to talk
to peasants by himself and even enjoyed a meal of corn and roast bird with some.35
One of his politically incorrect statements shows that he was tired of praising Chinese
anti-colonialism in the classroom, so he argued that China’s support of anti-colonialism
was simply because China was newly independent, and that this support might prove
short-term. The US, for example, forgot about colonial suppression after gaining
independence over the course of a century. Secondly, he said that China had lured
Africa because it needed primary resources for its industrial development. Thirdly, he
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claimed that imperialists and socialists might coexist some day.36 Surprisingly, Hevi’s
politically incorrect analysis of China’s anti-imperialism might have correctly predicted
the Chinese political changes after 1980.
Hevi did not trust China’s ability to sustain the sentiment of anti-colonialism,
probably because he felt that Chinese racism was no less significant than that of the
colonialists. He told his Chinese teacher that that “there are two kinds of friendships.
One is political friendship and China surely supports Africa’s political struggles. The
other kind is friendship in daily life, but I cannot feel it”.37 He complained that the
Chinese treated European and African students differently, with European students
enjoying a monthly allowance of RMB150 while African students only received RMB80.
White students also encountered much more polite treatment when shopping in stores
reserved for foreigners.38
This might not be too far from the truth, because Abucar Hagi complained of
similar issues before Hevi. He said that the African students were forced to live in
small dormitories with poor sanitary conditions and that their monthly allowance was
a paltry RMB80. In contrast, European students from Albania and Yugoslavia received
a monthly allowance of RMB275 and lived in a huge and luxurious hotel named
Xinqiao. Similar to Hevi’s comments, Abucar Hagi concluded that even in communist
China, racism existed.39
Although Abucar Hagi claimed that he was the first student to return to Africa
after the hunger strikes, two Kenyan students, Nginja Odiek Kabonyo and Kanau
Ikama, had returned to Africa before him using similar methods. In November 1960,
even before Hevi arrived, these two students brought their personal belongings and
occupied the Foreign Students Office of the Beijing Foreign Language Institute, forcing
the school to send them home. They not only complained about insufficient allowance, but also about inequality, indicating that unlike the whites and browns, they
were not allowed to study in real universities. Nor were they given winter clothing for
the cold weather.40
The explanation from the Chinese for the different allowance, lodgings and
curriculums was that different students were assigned to different programmes. However, off campus, these students still endured unabashed racism in their daily lives to
36
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the extent that they were made a spectacle as though in a zoo.41 The Chinese would
encircle them on the street, pointing and shouting “black man, black man”. The treatment was no different for important political figures. When Ghana’s ambassador to
China walked down a Beijing side street, the whole neighbourhood yelled “black man
coming”. He was soon surrounded by the locals, who pointed at him shouting “his
face is like bark” and “his head resembles a pig’s”.42 Although Hevi’s complaint about
medical professionals blatantly asking if black Africans ever washed themselves cannot
be confirmed,43 some Chinese did associate Africans’ darker skin colour with ugliness
and a lack of hygiene.
Among all of the racial disputes Africans experienced in China, interracial relationships were the most contentious. Kang Youwei’s notion that “the progress of our
beautiful race should not be obstructed by bad black seeds”44 rang out even in newly
established communist China. If the blacks were considered filthy and ugly, a Chinese
woman might receive special attention if she entered a relationship with an African.
Hevi complained to his teacher that when he talked to a Chinese girl, a Chinese male
student would approach her and say, “This is a black man from Africa. Do not talk
to him”.45 African students complained that the Chinese women they befriended or
dated either disappeared or ended up in jail.46 The following is an investigative report
from the Foreign Affairs Committee of the city of Beijing regarding an event that
happened to an African student’s girlfriend:
Peking University Nyasaland Student Banda (Henry Banda Kamwendo) brought back a Chinese
woman [to the dormitory]. The guard stopped them and he fought the guard. […] The woman,
named An Kun, […] had sex with Banda in Peking University dormitory. The Xuanwu police
station will jail her for 15 days and then send her to labour-reform education.47

Banda’s choice to fight was an expression of his anger, but his suffering after
being separated from his girlfriend remains unknown. The pain of another Cameroon
student, Muozhou, was well known. He went to China in 1960 and studied in Tianjin,
where he met a girl named Fanlin in 1962. They sought permission to get married.
As Muozhou did not leave China with Hevi and the majority of the other African
students in 1962, it seemed obvious that he was politically friendly to China. Thus,
for Muozou’s political loyalty, in November 1963, the Ministry of Education requested
41
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that the provincial government grant them permission to marry if the couple decided
to be together.
Records show that the couple refused to break up, but the provincial govern
ment continued to separate Muozhou and Fanlin. Muozhou went to the hospital
in October 1964 for medical reasons and soon launched a personal hunger strike
because Fanlin was prohibited from seeing him. They were still together after Muozhou
was released from the hospital. Two months later, Fanlin was fired from her kindergarten job due to “inappropriate thought and behaviour”, and was forced to attend
“re-education”. She was sent to Xi’an after re-education, where she developed mental
problems.
Staying in Tianjin, Muozhou suffered many medical problems during these
months, with his last record of April 1965 reporting that he was sent to Beijing’s
Andin Hospital for treatment of serious mental illness. The other African students
had many details and rumours about this couple. They said that the drugs the doctors
gave Muozhou lead to sexual dysfunction, and that Fanlin’s family was arrested for
this Sino-African romance, and that Muozhou’s mental illness was caused by Chinese
racism.48
Fights with security guards, mental illness and hunger strikes summarise many
African students’ experiences in China. They were critical of the fact that never
had there been any Chinese marriages to Africans, while it was common for whites
to marry black Africans.49 This explains why Hevi believed that Africans were not
allowed to marry Chinese women, but Europeans and African-Americans were made
an exception.50
Hevi was probably wrong, considering that all marriages required permission
from the state and relationships with foreigners resulted in great difficulties due to
security concerns. Foreigners in China, black or white, were only allowed to marry
Chinese citizens if they were long-term residents. One example was Clarence Adams,
an African-American who surrendered to the People’s Liberation Army during the
Korean War and chose to stay in China instead of repatriating to the US. The African
students felt that Adams was an exception by virtue of his political significance, but
they probably did not know that Adams’ marriage also faced difficulties not only from
48
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the state, but also from his wife’s family. Adam’s brother-in-law, a dean at Wuhan
University, reportedly told his sister that if she wanted to marry an American, she
should at least choose one that was white.51

CHINESE TOLERANCE AND COMPROMISE
Schools often shrugged off the discrimination that African students suffered by saying
that “the PRC is a socialist state. We have experienced imperialism before, so there is
no racism”.52 This dismissive attitude only angered and frustrated Africans living in
China. Students soon learned that Chinese authorities cared only about politics, and
so tended to neglect them until threatened. As the Chinese were not concerned about
their problems, but only about the consequences that resulted, Africans portrayed in
Hevi’s book tended to settle issues aggressively.53
The March 1962 demonstration was not an accident, but rather a collective
eruption of African anger intended to be politically effective. Before this demonstration, there had already been numerous protests, sit-ins and small-scale hunger strikes
against the Chinese treatment of Africans. Hevi indicated that of the 118 African
students in China at the time he wrote his book, 96 were sent back to their respective
home countries. This number has been accepted by some scholars,54 but the Chinese
data are slightly different. The official statistics show that there were 75 African students
before the demonstration, and that 42 of them went back to Africa immediately after
the event. Up until April 1963, there were still 29 African students remaining in
China.55 In terms of exodus ratio, Hevi might not be absolutely correct, but the data
proves that the majority of African students were very eager to leave.
The Chinese were uncomfortable dealing with the aggressive responses of these
African students. Table 1 lists the number of African students accepted by China
annually.56 Since China admitted 125 African students from 1959 to 1961, the fact
that 75 African students remained in China before the demonstration implies that
many Africans had left China through different, possibly hostile, circumstances before
March 1962.
51
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TABLE 1
China’s Annual Intake of African Students, 1958–1965
Year

Number of Funded African Students

Number of Self-funded African Students

1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965

0
9
95
21
1
0
10
37

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Note: No students were accepted until 1973.
Sources: Zhongfei jiaoyu hezuo bianxiezu (Editorial Board of Sino-African Educational Cooperation and Exchange), Zhongguo
yu Feizhou guojia jiaoyu hezuo yu jiaoliu (Sino-African Educational Cooperation and Exchange) (Beijing: Peking University Press, 2005),
pp. 15–6; Wang Luxin, “Educational Exchange and Cooperation between China and Africa”, in Zhongguo yu Feizhou (China and
Africa), p. 327.

We could assume that for revolutionary reasons, China suddenly decided to accept more African students in 1960 — 10 times the number accepted in 1959 —
which was also the year Hevi arrived in China. However, the strategy of educating in
the name of African revolution resulted in Africans being extremely disappointed in
China, and the Chinese authorities soon became less keen to admit African students.
The number of new African students dropped sharply in 1961, and with the largest
African demonstration occurring in March 1962, the number of admitted students
fell drastically in 1962 and 1963.
Beijing tried to soothe public anger by yielding to the material demands of
African students. Unfortunately, accommodating Africans only led to accusations of
squandering and avarice that defined the political mentality of the time. To maintain
its African alliances, China had been responding to infrastructural and financial requests
from African states that included unusual projects such as funding for construction
of theatres and hotels. Meanwhile, Beijing tried to pacify its African student-guests
who complained of small dormitory rooms and sparse wardrobes, the quality of food
and most important of all, the monthly allowance.
For most Chinese in 1961, a monthly allowance of RMB80 was considered a
generous amount for a student lifestyle. Most workers’ monthly salary was around
RMB50, and a Chinese student would typically only enjoy an allowance of RMB10
to RMB20 per month. Due to continual complaints from African students, Chinese
locals responded in kind, criticising African students for being accustomed to an
“extravagant way of life” 57 and for squandering their allowance at the beginning of
the month, then borrowing from the school.58 To them, the African students’ food
complaints, such as having eggs at every meal, were “very unreasonable”.59
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Nevertheless, Beijing’s political agenda prevailed. Even though the Chinese were
suffering through the Great Leap Forward, the state accommodated requests to further
improve foreign students’ standard of living. Beijing gave foreign students the freedom
to dictate their menus, increased their monthly allowance from RMB80 to RMB100
and granted graduate students a stipend as high as RMB120. The announcement of
the allowance increase, made by the director of the Beijing Foreign Language Institute,
was laced with bitterness,60 considering that the new stipend was more competitive
than his salary.
However, as African students were fundamentally more upset about the treatment
received from Chinese locals than the level of their stipends, the adjusted allowance
did not resolve their frustration. Social attitudes towards their skin colour did not
improve due to this RMB20 raise in allowance, and an attempt to buy cigarettes could
still become a race-motivated fight, a hunger strike or an exodus for many African
students. In fact, the stipend adjustment not only failed to alter African impressions
of China, but also further degraded Chinese impressions of Africans.
Political concerns dominated Chinese responses to African students, and when
African students boycotted the school to get better treatment, China compromised
for the sake of “the friendship between the peoples of China and Africa”.61 Even when
students became violent, the school did not settle the issue legally, but rather acted in
“the spirit of Sino-African friendship”.62 Most Chinese at that time were living frugally,
and those who dealt with African affairs very possibly felt that they were throwing
their limited resources at a group of ungrateful people who only demanded more in
return. Nonetheless, because preserving the glorified Sino-African friendship was the
priority in the interest of political harmony, Chinese locals did not verbalise their
misgivings.

CONCLUSION
At the beginning of the economic reform period in 1978, China’s future was modelled
on the rich and progressive West.63 The Chinese no longer emphasised, as Mao had,
China and Africa’s shared image of poverty, filth and backwardness. Furthermore, a
less politically controlled Chinese society meant that the Chinese could openly express
their grievances. Considering Hevi’s experiences in China, it should not be surprising
that, in the anti-black riots of the 1980s, some Chinese refused to “feed the whole
uncultured Africa with the results of our efforts”64 or “allow any Negro to hang about
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our universities to bother Chinese girls”,65 complaining that “blacks were just apes
from trees [who] should go back to their own country and keep their diseased and
lazy selves at home”.66
Capitalism may have played an important role in inciting Chinese racism against
Africans during the 1980s, but similar racial tensions during the 1960s were mainly
due to politics. Hevi’s experience in China provides a unique perspective of SinoAfrican brotherhood. Cultural disdain for Africans existed in China a long time ago,
and although politics tried to suppress such racist attitudes when the PRC was
established, African students continued to suffer social pressures. The involvement
of politics not only resulted in greater educational difficulties for African students,
but also further aggravated the extent of racism.
It is not very fair to criticise Hevi for “exaggerating”. His experiences in China
forbade him from being “unemotional” when his president, Kwame Nkrumah, intended
to ally with China. It was true that the majority of African students felt that the
Chinese education system was overly political. Chinese society disrespected the skin
colour of African students and these young people suffered far worse treatment compared their European counterparts. Hevi might not have understood Chinese marriage
laws, but relationships between African men and Chinese girls did face barriers from
both the state and society. The experiences of African students in China were far from
“petty annoyances”.
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